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was allowed to sit in the dimnesses of that buzzing^old it-
was as if the peace of God of which the priest . . . 1 beg
pardon, the clergyman . . , speaks in the blessing at the
end of the Anglican Church Service ... as if that peace
had descended on me. ... I don't mean spiritually, I
mean just so.
§
That came about this way. Somewhere in Tennessee I
had received a telegram from the patient New Yorker,
who had not been able to face the idea of the Deep South
and had gone back with Biala to Manhattan. ... I had
intended to go by way of Norfolk, Virginia, or Baltimore,
to where I am at this moment. . . . But the telegram said
imperiously that I must return at once to New York to sign
the agreement for this book and to take ship. . . . The
agreement was all right. . . . You must, as I had told
my seething opponents at Baton Rouge, have a distributing
centre for the book trade . . , and it had got me by the
neck. . . . But the shipping part of it was bitter. ... It
was the end of June. The schools all over America were
breaking up and, so I was told, all the school-teachers in the
Continent were making a break for Europe. That was
reason for congratulation in its way. It meant the further
travelling backwards and forwards of culture all along
the Great Route. . . . But what was bitter was that it
meant that only one passage remained for the whole of
Europe in all the shipping lines that turn the Atlantic into
a sort of Pulaski Highway. That reservation was being held
for me against a clamouring horde of the too late. If I did
not take it up I should have to wait two months for another.
. . . that seemed incredible; but it turned out to be true.
§
Now I ask to be believed when I say that I am no sybarite.
I can't hope you to believe that I temperamentally dislike
comfort, but I make the statement all the same. I dislike
cushionings and waddings and the frame of mind that
goes with English housemaids. I put up with army life
between '14 and *ig with equanimity, and my idea of enjoy-

